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SPARC’s Mission:

• Act as a catalyst for action in creating 
a more open and equitable system of    
scholarly communication

• Expand dissemination of research and   • Expand dissemination of research and   
scholarship in a way that leverages
digital networked technology

• Ultimately reduce financial pressure 
on libraries



End Goal for Scholarly 

Communication

A system supporting robust digital sharing 

of scholarship and research where barriers of scholarship and research where barriers 

(pricing barriers, technical barriers and 

legal barriers) are taken down. 





“By open access, we mean its free 
availability on the public internet, 

permitting any users to read, 
download, copy, distribute, print, 

search or link to the full text of these 
articles, crawl them for indexing, pass 
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articles, crawl them for indexing, pass 
them as data to software or use them 

for any other lawful purpose…”

- The Budapest Open Access Initiative – February 14, 2002



SPARC Takes Holistic Approach to OA

• Infrastructure

• Journals

• Digital Repositories

• Legal Framework 
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• Legal Framework 

• Copyright/licensing

• Author education

• Policy Framework

• Local/national/international

• Coalition Building 



Open Access Repositories
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FEDERATION



Open Access Repositories
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FEDERATION



Open Data



OER





Citizen Science/Scholarship



INSERT POLYMATH PROJECT

Others from UAEM



Important National Policy Issue



Policy Focus 

Dissemination of results is an 
essential component of research and 
of the Public’s investment in science. 

Funders obtain value from their 
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Funders obtain value from their 
investment only when results are 

used.



Governments would boost innovation 
and get a better return on their 

investment in publicly funded research 
by making research findings more 

Policy Focus

by making research findings more 

widely available…. And by doing so,  
they would maximize social returns on 

public investments.”

-- International Organization for Economic Cooperation and 

Development, Report on scientific publishing, 2005



3 Distinct Approaches Emerging

1. “Deposit” policy approach 



“The Director of the National Institutes of 
Health shall require that all investigators 

funded by the NIH submit or have submitted 
for them to the National Library of Medicine's 
PubMed Central an electronic version of their 

U.S. NIH Public Access Policy

for them to the National Library of Medicine's 
PubMed Central an electronic version of their 

final, peer-reviewed manuscripts upon 
acceptance for publication, to be made publicly 

available no later than 12 months after the 
official date of publication.”

- U.S. Consolidated Appropriations Act of 2008



3 Distinct Approaches Emerging

1. “Deposit” policy approach

2. “Permission “ policy approach2. “Permission “ policy approach



Departments of 

Labor/Education

• $500m (of eventual $2b) available for 

creation of OERs.

• Condition of grant that all materials created 

as a result be made available to the public as a result be made available to the public 

under CC-BY license. 

• Training materials, curricula, online courses 

and any other materials created as a result 

are openly accessible to public.





3 Distinct Approaches Emerging

1. “Deposit” policy approach

2. “Permission“ policy approach2. “Permission“ policy approach

3. “Management” policy approach





Emerging Trends

• “Set the Default to Open”

• Recognition that maximizing access & utility 

maximizes benefits

• Recognition that exceptions will be the rule • Recognition that exceptions will be the rule 

– “Shades of Open”

• Community driven approach to 

development/ implementation

• National discussions include data, OERs, 

other materials – not just articles



Emerging Trends

• Explicitly recognize need for partnerships 

(public/private and beyond)

• Culture change needed – incentivize sharing 

• Intellectual property rights must be respected• Intellectual property rights must be respected

• “Good Practices” that will evolve into “Best 

Practices”

• “Will to act” increasing as results from active 

policies become available



Future Implications

• Recent observation of future scenario of 

somewhere between “one and one hundred 

million” repositories ultimately making up 

core of systemcore of system

• Utility/value predicated on interoperability

• Repositories – and content  - as “Community 

Infrastructure”

• Policies collaboratively derived with research 

community
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